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Editor’s Note: Politicians will all tell you that they are the
best choice for president, senator, congressperson, etc. Yet,
when you really look at their voting records, after they have
been elected, you may be shocked to see how many times they
have voted contrariwise to their campaign promises or party
line – one of the very reasons you voted for them in the
first place. Journalist Jon Rappaport has a great take on
this which will help you to see the electoral process in a
better light. Yet, his is not a merely earth-bound
perspective. He looks at how we mentally, emotionally, and
even spiritually project energy on to our favorite politicians
and how the way we view our politicians allows them to keep
lying. He shows you how you can change your attitude toward
politics and in effect change the world – for the better.
[Author’s] Note: If, as you read this article, you think I’m

saying ‘don’t worry, be happy’ or ‘just laugh it off’ or
‘forget all the suffering in the world,’ you’re viewing it
from the wrong angle. The 1968 riot at the Democratic National
Convention was very serious, and it did nothing to shorten the
war in Vietnam. It might have prolonged it. In this article,
I’m talking about a basic psychological and spiritual
inhibition that keeps people from a kind of mass reaction they
believe is unthinkable—but a reaction that would change
reality in a revolutionary fashion, if it came from their
deepest core…
I could write a few thousand pages as a mere introduction—but
I want to focus on one factor: what people project into their
leaders.
Yes, I know, that sounds a bit odd. But stay with me. I’ll
make it pay off.
For example, in the US, Republican voters and supporters
project a huge amount of faith and energy into their
Republican leaders. If you could see this, you would be
watching a stunning “light show.” I’m talking about streamers
and arrows and rays of energy.
And in this particular light show, there are messages: defund
Planned Parenthood; cut off money for massive migration
programs; stop Obamacare funding; don’t give money to the
climate change payout program; stop bankrolling sanctuary
cities.
That’s what these Republicans want from their leaders. That’s
what they’re projecting with great insistence.
And this isn’t some kind of misplaced crazy light show,
because guess what? Republicans control the US House of
Representatives by a wide margin. Republicans: 246. Democrats:
188.
So when a massive federal spending bill ($1.1 trillion) comes

up for a vote, as it just has, Republican Congress members can
call the shots. They can respond to all those light rays being
projected at them by their supporters all over the land. They
can do it in a second. No problem. They can make their people
happy. They can carry out their people’s wishes.
But…they didn’t. In fact, they just voted to fund all those
programs I just mentioned. They pulled a vast switch. That’s
right. That would be like all those Stars Wars characters,
with their light sabers, suddenly projecting them through the
movie screen right back at their adoring audience in the
theater and burning them. What a message that would be.
Has your government ever done something like this in your
country? I bet they have.
When it happens, the people, the voters, the supporters, who
were sure their leaders would respond to them…well, to say
they’re shocked would be a vast understatement.
However, scanning the newspapers and news broadcasts in
America today, so far I find no reports of massive Republican
demonstrations in the streets. Millions marching on Washington
DC? Thousands? Hundreds? Dozens? Four? Two?
One guy in a Star Wars costume with a light saber trying to
stop traffic on Pennsylvania Avenue?
Try to imagine the amount of energy and faith Republicans in
America have been expending and projecting at their
leaders—with this Big Switch as the result.
And then consider this: the Republicans in the US House of
Representatives—many of them—never intended to go to war over
this massive budget bill. It was never in the cards. They wear
special shields, and the shields ward off all the projected
rays coming at them from their faithful flock.
It’s not just the Republicans, in case you think I’m taking

sides. What about the huge Democratic support for the invasion
of Iraq under George W Bush? Did you see a few million
Democrats in the streets right after the nearly unanimous
Congressional vote to launch the planes and send the troops?
Wherever you live in the world, I’m sure you’ve seen this sort
of thing. “Vote for Joe. He’ll do this and that.” Joe wins,
and then doesn’t do either this or that. He was never going
to. He was always wearing one of those shields that protected
him from what his supporters were projecting at him.
[Read more here]
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